


The dichotomy facing sales
leaders today, is how they

reconcile the fact that most
corporations provide less upfront
training for their sales staff than in
years past, yet attach increasing
importance to staff development.

This should not come as a
surprise, because current stock
market thinking provides a powerful
disincentive for firms to invest in
their people on an on-going basis.
You see, an organization’s investment
in their human capital, in the form of
training and other forms of
education, is not separable from
general expenditure: It therefore
appears as a cost on the corporate
balance sheet.

Unfortunately, as a consequence,
most sales leaders have concluded
that their only realistic option is to
cut back on training and instead look
to recruit sales professionals who, in
theory anyway, already possess the
necessary skills needed to do the
job. They then send them out to win
business armed with what they
know. However, most of those same
sales leaders are discovering just
how difficult it is to find skilled

salespeople who have all of the
essential skills and personal traits.
And anyway, it is not possible to
equate experience or seniority with
success. As I have said on numerous
occasions: “Some front-line sales
professionals do have ten year’s
experience but most have one
year’s experience ten times.”�

In skills development there are
many similarities to sport i.e. does
an athletic champion stop training
as soon as they win their first
medal? In music, does a concert
pianist stop rehearsing as soon as
they have given their first recital? In
art, does the artist stop improving
after they have enjoyed the first
exhibition of their work? The answer
in all cases is obvious and we
should apply the same common
sense principals to the on-going
development of our sales teams.

The reality is that selling in
today’s climate is both an art and a
science. Selling is a profession that
demands a far wider range of skills
than ever before, skills that require
continual fine-tuning and constant
practice.

On-going reinforcement and

development is essential: Even if
salespeople have undergone
progressive sales training, there’s
no guarantee that they will be
successful. It is common knowledge
that skills grow rusty over time and
salespeople are prone to pick-up
bad habits along the way or to
simply skip steps and take shortcuts
that can lead to long-term trouble.

Perhaps even more important
these days, is the fact that markets,
competition, technologies, and
customer preferences are all in a
constant and accelerating state of
change. This fact requires that sales
people are able and willing to rethink
their sales strategy and approach
frequently and receive a regular top-
up of skills and motivational
coaching.

Our people are the most
expensive asset we have so doesn't
it make sense to invest in that asset
and increase its value?

Jonathan Farrington,
CEO Top Sales World

Catch Jonathan's award winning
blog here - The JF Blogit
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It isn’t that I am a Luddite when it
comes to social selling and social

media in general, but rather that I
am always sceptical when it comes
to hype. I do genuinely believe that
the whole social thing has been
greatly over-hyped, and is not the
panacea many people believe
(want) it to be. Some statistics that I
read only last week, suggest that
some 74% of frontline sales
professionals are aware of social
selling, only 32% are actively
engaged. It was therefore
refreshing to catch up with Barb
Giamanco and Carter Hostelley this
week, two of the top experts on the
subject, who I would describe as
“realists”

JF:  What’s the promise of social
media?
CH:Social selling will transform the
way sales teams do their jobs. At
least that's what a lot of people
have predicted over the past few
years. They claim sales reps will
use social networks such as LinkedIn,
Twitter and Facebook to identify
and engage prospects — and, most
importantly, close more deals.

JF:  Are you a believer in social
selling?
CH: I’m a big believer in social
selling since it enables sales reps to:
l    Research prospects to get a
better sense of backgrounds and
interests

l    Listen to social conversations
to identify prospects and gain
insights into what they care about
l    Tap into social networks to ask
for introductions
l    Get (and stay) on the radar of
prospects by sharing their updates
l    Engage with prospects to build
relationships
l    Develop a personal brand as
an expert in your field

As a matter of fact, there’s no better
way to do all of the above than by
participating regularly on the social
networks that actively engage your
target buyers. Plus, I’m sure social
selling is a welcome alternative to
cold calling.

JF:  In your opinion, has social
selling gone mainstream?
CH:The data doesn’t seem to bear
that out. For example, according to
a recent survey by PeopleLinx, only
31 percent of sales reps today use
social media in their selling process.
And if my experience is any
indication, many of these early
adopters don't understand a
significant point.

The fact is that social networks
are best used for networking — not
selling.

JF: What’s the biggest challenge
to widespread adoption of social
selling?
BG:Resistance to change, especially

Jonathan Farrington interviews Carter Hostelley  with
added observations from Barb Giamanco.

How Social Selling Helps Your
Company Grow More Profitable

http://blog.peoplelinx.com/2015/01/social-selling-survey


The Jonathan Farrigton Interview

among sales leaders who largely
do not understand the value that
engaging in social channels can
have on sales results. These tools
did not exist when they were
moving up the sales ranks. Cold
calls, email or going door to door
worked fine for them.

JF: How can this challenge be
addressed?
BG: It starts with accepting that
buyer behavior has changed… and
that social selling does drive
measurable outcomes. 

JF:  Do you have any data that
shows social selling drives
measurable outcomes?
BG:Our research proved that 72.6
percent of sales people using social
media in selling achieved their
quotas more often than their peers
who did not.

JF:  Any other advice to get sales
teams to be thinking more
social?
BG:Success in social channels
requires a new mindset and a
different way of thinking. My advice
to salespeople is to invest in their
training even if their employer is
not.

JF:  What key questions should
you ask sales leadership to see if
they’re prioritizing social
selling?
CH:You can start by asking these
three questions of your sales
leadership (or yourself, if you're a
sales leader):
1.    Does sales leadership
understand that target buyers are
increasingly turning to social media

to learn about solutions and
research products, services and
companies?
2.    Have sales leaders bought into
the fact that social selling can help
more sales reps reach and exceed
sales quota?
3.    Are sales leaders investing in
social media training for their teams?

If the answer to one or more of
these questions is “no”, then
chances are good that social selling
will still be an idea who’s time has
yet to come for your sales
organization.

JF:  Do you think we’re still in the
early stages of social selling
adoption?
CH:Yes, I do think we are in the
early stages. With that said,
entrepreneurial sales leaders and
sales reps are active on LinkedIn
and Twitter, and also experimenting
with how to engage prospects and
build personal brands using social
media.

But a few more things will have
to happen before social selling
goes mainstream.

JF:  Any examples of what has to
happen for social selling to
become more the norm?
CH: I think a few more things such
as:
l    Social media training will have
to become part of the sales

organization’s on-boarding and
ongoing sales training programs
l    Measurement of sales team
productivity and the sales
compensation structure needs to
incorporate and encourage social
selling activities
l    CRM technologies need to
make it easier to create and track
lead sourcing based on social
handles (even if no email address
yet) so sales reps can get credit for
their efforts

JF:  What will help drive these
changes?
CH:My bet is that we’ll need a few
“best-in-class” companies that
trumpet their success with social
selling to show others the value of
making it part of their sales
processes. For example, think:
HubSpot with “inbound marketing”
and Marketo with “content
marketing”.

I also believe sales enablement
technology providers that push
social selling tools will need to play
broader roles. These technology
providers have a vested interest in
educating sales leaders on why
social selling is a must for building
world-class sales organizations.

So there you have it. I confess to
being more convinced than before
this interview!                                      n

Carter Hostelley is Leadtail's
founder and CEO. Find out more 
by visiting here.
Barb Giamanco heads up Social Centered Selling. Find out more by
visiting here. 
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That’s the same in professional
B2B selling. The business

results and sales objectives
determine the appropriateness of
various sales activities. World-class
sales performers take this practice
to heart. Our 2015 MHI Sales Best
Practices Study shows that the
world-class segment clearly defines

the activities that are required for
each stage of the sales process to
achieve their sales objectives (95%
compared to only 43% in the “all
respondents” category). This trend
has increased from 2014 to 2015 by
13% in the world-class segment,
but only by 7% in the all respondents
category. Having a strategy and

knowing the right things to do
seems to be a huge differentiator
between top performers and others.

Effectiveness comes first.
Efficiency without
effectiveness does not know
what’s right or wrong. 
Imagine that your frontline sales
managers are focused on a certain
number of prospecting calls per
salesperson per day to achieve a
stretch revenue goal in a few
selected industries. But somehow,
the conversion rates don’t improve
even if the number of calls

Training sessions that make sense for marathon runners
are clearly not appropriate for sprinters, even if both want
to win an Olympic gold medal. The disciplines are different.
The athletes’ objectives determine their activities.  

What If Efficiency Is Not Your Problem?



Tamara Schenk

increases. Let’s assume that the
organization has invested in CRM
technology, in lean processes, in
customer data, in targeted value
messaging, etc. But were they
effective? Apparently not. 

FSM’s mantra part 1: Manage
the right set of activities
Efficiency is clearly not the problem
here. Effectiveness is. Question
number one, which is in the DNA of
world-class sales managers, should
be, “Are prospecting calls like these
the right activity to achieve our
sales objectives?” They don’t ask,
“How can we make these prospecting
calls better, faster, cheaper?” until
they are completely convinced that
this is the right thing to do to
achieve their desired sales
objectives. As we know from Albert
Einstein, we cannot continue to do
the same things over and over
again, but expecting different
results. It cannot be emphasized
often enough that questioning the
current state is a fundamental sales
leadership approach to developing
high-performance sales teams. It’s
absolutely essential. It requires
sales managers to hold on for a
moment, to put themselves next to
the situation and to observe and
analyze what’s going on and to
question if these sales activities are

still the right activities to achieve the
desired sales objectives. Maybe it
was the right approach last year,
but is it still the right thing to do?

FSM’s mantra part 2: Coach
the related behaviors
In this situation, the “questioning
process” can reach the conclusion
that the activity itself is still the right
one, but it isn’t being executed with
the right level of quality. Or the
questioning process can come to
the conclusion that the activities are
no longer the right ones to achieve
the desired sales objectives.
Whatever the conclusion is, it has
to be driven by facts and data.
Maybe the salespeople had only a
foundational training, but not
enough practice and no regular
coaching to improve the quality and
the outcome of the calls? Then
that’s what we have: a probably
efficient activity that leads nowhere.
Activities have to be connected to
the desired outcomes to develop a
performance culture. Therefore we
need to establish a culture of
learning and coaching first. In the
example above – after the initial
questioning process – the sales
managers measure and analyze
the results of the prospecting calls
with leading indicators. And they
share the results with the sales
team. What did salespeople who
had success do differently
compared to those who were not
successful? Analyzing the leading
indicators, e.g., conversation rates
or percentage of follow-up calls,

with salespeople’s positive and
negative experiences should lead
to a tailored coaching approach
that’s specific to each individual on
the sales team. World-class sales
managers also make sure that the
best practices of top performers are
leveraged to improve everyone
else. Eighty-one percent of the
world-class segment executes this
behavior consistently and collectively,
while only 32% of the all respondents
segment does, according to the
data of our 2015 MHI Sales Best
Practices Study.

World-class frontline sales
managers put it all together –
in iterations
World-class frontline sales managers
analyze sales activities based on
leading indicators as they are
happening. They are open to
recognizing patterns, learning,
adjusting the activities and coaching
the related behaviors. And they
understand that they are in ongoing
iterations of analyzing, learning,
adjusting and coaching. World-class
frontline sales managers are brave
enough to stop an activity if the facts
show that it is not the best one to
achieve certain sales objectives.

Executing the FSM’s mantra
“managing the right set of activities,
coaching the related behaviors”
leads to what sales leaders are
looking for: increasing sales results
and productivity to achieve ambitious
revenue and growth targets.          n
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World-class frontline
sales managers

analyze sales activities
based on leading

indicators as they are
happening. 
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Let’s discuss some ways that you
can gain a leader’s reputation

because of the quality business you
conduct, rather than what you say
about yourself.

Listen to Your Employees
To be a leader, you have to have
followers; in managing your company,
your followers are your employees.
You have to become a pro at
leading them before you’re ready to
be a “leader in your industry.” This
means establishing yourself as an
authority — something you can only
do by learning to listen to the
people you lead.

Nobody wants to work for a boss

who would rather listen to himself
than to his employees. For your
business to really improve, your
employees must feel free to come
to you with concerns or suggestions
for improvement. This doesn’t
mean that you have to agree; but
you should seriously consider what
they say—there will often be some
hidden wisdom in their observations
that wouldn’t have occurred to you.
Only allowing your subordinates to
approach you on your terms and
staring down anyone that dares to
question you is sure to make your
employee turnover outrun your
profits. Employees want to be
heard, and to feel that they have

ownership over the quality of their
work. The more of a voice you give
them, the better work they’re going
to do.

Investing in your company starts
with investing in your employees,
so train yourself to be a good
listener. Start by asking yourself
questions like these:

l  Am I listening to understand this
person’s point of view, or to correct
them with my superior viewpoint? If
your employee thinks that you
should start offering more varieties
of car magnets and you simply
state that it is expensive or not
worth the effort, you’re not

Self-proclaimed “leaders” are everywhere. You can hardly read a Twitter bio or article
byline without meeting the phrase, “So-and-so is a leader in his industry.” If that’s the
case, why haven’t I heard of them before? The more obscure the entrepreneur, the fiercer
their apparent desire to be recognized as a leader; but talk alone is not going to put you at
the front of the pack. 

Why You Can’t Be a Leader 



Katherine Halek

encouraging your employee’s
perspective.
l  Does this person have my full
attention right now? You may be
stressed by an upcoming meeting,
but your employee has the floor.
l  Do they seem uncomfortable
whenever I bring up a certain topic?
How can I draw them out on it?
(Hint: By letting them know that
whatever they say, they will be
heard.)
l  Do I reward employees for giving
me honest feedback by actually
implementing it? If your employees
think work will be more productive
by their suggestion, it is worth a try!
l  Do I encourage them to keep
talking with my friendly posture and
facial expression? Check your body
language by watching yourself in a
mirror. If you’re uncomfortable,
there is a good chance your
employees are too.
l  Am I making a note of any
important points they make, so that
I can do something about these
later? Even small details and
suggestions can lead to great
business decisions.

Don’t forget that leading well starts
with listening well. When your
employees see that you care about
what they have to say, they’ll start
caring more about what you have
to say.

Listen to Your Customers
A business full of happy workers is
great — but if none of you are in
touch with what your customers
want, your “outstanding” company
culture won’t do you much good.
Fortunately, your act of listening to
your employees trains them, by

your example, to listen to the
consumer. It also teaches them to
be sympathetic to other people’s
needs — a well-liked customer and
client service trait. The more of you
that are in touch with public desires
and concerns, the better it is for
your business in the long-run.

As with employees, the key to
happy customers is letting them be
heard — and making sure they
know it. People are always more
likely to come back to a business
where they feel they have a valid
voice. When they post a negative
review of your service, find out how
they want you to fix the problem
specifically. Retrain the employee
at fault if it was a customer service
issue, or consider a refund if they
felt that the quality of your product
was not up to your usual standards.
If a patron comes up with a great
idea to improve your interior design,
service flow, or other aspect of your
business, let them know when you
implement it. Incorporating customer
feedback is not just a way to look
nice in the eyes of potential clients
and future customers; it has been
known to refresh stagnating
companies.

Beyond this, really get to know
your clients. They have current and
future needs that you will be better
able to meet if you learn to
anticipate them. When they ask you
why you do something a certain
way or express their concerns, hear
the question behind the question —
they may be revealing a pain point
that you can relieve. Experiences

drive purchases, so make their
every experience with you one that
they enjoy.

That being said, don’t obsess
over your customer feedback. If you
stick to giving them only what they
ask for, you’ll never unveil the fresh
ideas that you can bring to your
industry. Sometimes you have to
hear their needs, then surprise
them with something better.

Listen to the Industry
Staying informed on industry trends
is an expansion of listening to your
customers. Your own patrons will
tell you what they specifically want
from you. The public will tell you,
through buying patterns and
popular Kickstarter projects, what
they want from your sector.

Through industry phenomena,
learn to see what your patrons want
before they even have to ask.
There are many media dedicated to
keeping you informed on what’s
happening in your field, information
that will often save you time and
money because you prepared for
change early. Being observant also
helps you to see what new strategies
are making your competitors
successful, and how you can give
these your own unique touch.

Being a leader becomes easier
than it looks once you make time to
listen. As the fictional band director,
Dr. Lee, told hotshot drummer
Devon in Drumline, “You have to learn
to follow before you can lead.”       n
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Afew times a month, companies
will reach out to me looking for

a “rock star” Inside Sales Manager.
I’ll ask a few questions about what
the person will need to accomplish
and, quite often, suggest they set
their sights on a Director-level
candidate. Better to spend more in
compensation than to hire someone
who lacks the skills to get the job
done.

There is a real difference in
aptitude and attitude between the
two. Here’s my take:

Inside Sales Manager– Not to

be cute, but a Manager does just
that… they manage. They manage
people, they manage metrics, and
they manage processes.

Inside Sales Director – A
Director has the skills and
experience to not only execute, but
to also identify issues and course
correct. They take the overall goals
and rough plan delivered by the
executive team and drive results.

Dave Kellogg, CEO of Host
Analytics, had a great piece
recently where he laid out his view
on what it means to be a Manager,

Director, and VP. 
Definitely, take a look.
Having said all this, it is not easy

to find great Inside Sales Directors.

Sorting contenders from
pretenders
I’m frequently asked for ways to
identify Manager versus Director-
caliber candidates during hiring.
Well, rule #1 is to ignore previous
titles. A big-company Director
might be a Manager in a less
structured role. And a start-up
Manager might have a Director
mind-set. It is too hard to level
across companies.

Let me share a story that
highlights how a Director-level
candidate thinks. One of my clients

I don’t think anyone would argue that the quality of the
executive who leads your Inside Sales team makes or
breaks its success.

The Real Difference Between a
Director and Inside Sales Manager 
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was interviewing for a Director of
Inside Sales. His process includes
asking the candidates to develop a
30-60-90 day plan. This is a fairly
standard request for a hire at this
level. One wise candidate didn’t just
go away and create it. She asked
the hiring CRO the following:

1.  You mentioned your 3-year plan.
Can share what has been
communicated to the Management
team and the reps?
2.  Over the last 3-4 quarters, what
challenges have been identified
and what has been done to remove
those obstacles?
3.  What career path/succession
planning is outlined or implied at
time of hire for the Reps and
Managers? 
4.  Please provide me with a review

of the current compensation model,
implementation date and % of reps
exceeding, meeting and not meeting
goal. Also, in your opinion, would an
Inside Sales rep be able to explain
to their peer in less than 5 minutes
how they get paid?
5.  Please provide background of
current Sales Managers, coaching
style and observations/feedback
given from front line reps. What is
Sales Manager attrition over the
past 12 months? Why did they
leave?

These are damn good questions
And, yes. The CRO hired her as his
new Director. Would a Manager

have had the experience and the
confidence to ask these questions?
I think not.

Hiring great people is easy, well
not really, but hiring people who will
perform greatly is spectacularly
hard. If you hire someone with the
wrong skills, you’ll pay for it. When
defining the profile of candidate you
need, think through are we looking
for someone to manage an existing
process or create process from
scratch?

In this fast-paced sales world,
you don’t have the luxury of making
the wrong hire.                                  n

Trish Bertuzzi is the President & Chief Strategist
of The Bridge Group, Inc. Find out more here.

Stay Connected
with Top Sales
World ….
Join our lively LinkedIn group and rub
shoulders with the top sales experts
in the world. 

And follow us on Twitter (we will
follow you back).

http://www.bridgegroupinc.com/trish_bertuzzi_bio.html
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130
https://twitter.com/TopSalesWorld
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The best scams are ones in
which the victim doesn’t realize

he or she has been taken. By the
end of this discussion, you’ll
understand how this relates to
buying into absolutes such as the
ones listed above. 

The biggest complaint I hear
from C-level executives is that they

have no idea whether or not
anyone is following up on leads.
And even if there is some follow up,
they have no way of knowing how
effective it is.

As a result, mostly well-meaning
individuals create seemingly logical
solutions to relieve the CEO’s pain.
Consider these examples: 

Appointment Setting
One tactic organizations use is
appointment setting. There is a
huge difference between an
appointment setting campaign
(pay-for-performance, $650 – 850
per appointment) and a high quality
sales-ready lead development
program (apples and apples

Which of the following are true? 
A.   Appointments are better than leads.
B.  An inbound lead is better than a cold call lead.
C.  Sales reps should work every lead marketing sends to them.
D.  The check is in the mail.
E.  None of the above.

The Fallacy of the Absolute 



Dan McDade

comparison, about 1.5 – 2 times
more expensive than a pure
appointment setting campaign). In
both cases appointments are set for
clients; however, the path to a fully
qualified, sales-ready opportunity is
totally different compared to the
path to an appointment setting
company’s product. Why is
appointment setting purchased?
Most marketing departments are
tired of generating leads, sending
them to sales, never receiving
feedback, and hearing complaints
about lead quality. Sales reps say,
“Don’t worry about a lot of
qualification, just get me an
appointment and I will sell them.” In
the end, your selection of tactic
depends on what you are selling.
Ask yourself these three questions
when considering whether you
need an appointment setting
campaign or a fully qualified, sales-
ready lead campaign:  

l  Is someone agreeing to see your
sales representative for an
appointment more qualified than a
fully qualified sales-ready lead?
The truth is that in most complex
selling situations, anyone who
agrees to see your sales
representative for any amount of
time, without additional preparatory
conversation, has more time to
waste than most senior-level
executives I know. Appointment
setting objective: Get the
appointment. Highly qualified,
sales-ready lead objective: Qualify
the company and individual(s);
understand the current
environment as it relates to your
solution; and determine whether or
not sufficient pain exists to indicate

doing business sooner rather than
later. 
l  Companies that sell a complex,
relatively expensive B2B solution
require the involvement of multiple
decision makers. Could an
appearance with one person,
without advanced discovery,
possibly be the best first step with a
new prospect in that particular
situation? 
l  Would your sales executives
prefer to sell into a cold
environment, or would they prefer a
warmer environment? If the sales
rep is going in cold all of the focus is
on the presentation. In reality, few
of your field salespeople are great
cold-call presenters. And decision-
makers don’t want to listen to a
generic presentation—or sit
through a lot of discovery. 

Inbound vs. Outbound
Marketing technology has made it
easier to get more, poor-quality
leads to sales faster than ever. The
problem is that most senior
executives aren’t likely to give up
their digital body language to
“qualify” for your attention. What C-
level executive wants to be treated
like the human equivalent of a
pinball—capturing your attention
only after they have hit the right
bumpers and scored enough
points? So, the result of the current
environment is that poorly qualified
leads (mostly lower level decision-
makers) are being dumped on
sales executives while the more
strategic accounts are ignored. 

In an article on our website
(pointclear.com) we cover the
revenue formula and provide
detailed processes for tripling the
return on your current marketing
investments. The formula, RING
(Revenue - Inbound - Nurture =
THE GAP) uses trusted and proven
industry data to substantiate an
“allbound” approach rather than an
all inbound approach to marketing
and sales. 

Should Sales Executives Work
Every Lead? 
The short answer is “no.” In one
audit we found that one of the
world’s largest software companies
spent $150,000 per quarter on one
inbound marketing program that
generated 6,000 so-called “leads”
for $23.15 each. For a couple of
years these leads would be sent
directly to sales and ignored. Since
only 1.28% of the leads were even
qualified, the effective cost per lead
was $2,660—more than double that
of a highly qualified, sales-ready
outbound lead. 

So, if you are sending raw,
unfiltered, unqualified leads
expecting sales to follow up on
them, they won’t—and they
shouldn’t. So, back to the question
at the start of this article. If you
chose E, you’re right.

Be wary of the absolutes being
sold in the market today. Don’t fall
for the scam. The check isn’t really
in the mail.                                          n
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Dan McDade is the Founder & President of
PointClear. Find out more by visiting here.

http://www.pointclear.com/
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FIND OUT MORE HERE

http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSM1


Linda, a leader of the consultative sales movement,
joins me for an interactive discussion on how to sell
effectively in an increasingly internet-influenced
sales environment. You’ll learn how to build on your
sales-skills foundation, up your game and do what it
takes to change your conversation. You'll find out
just how you can meet the needs of internet-
influenced buyers who need your insights, ideas and
guidance now more than ever before.

These five clear strategies will help you create and
shape opportunities; prepare and probe in an
entirely new way; gain client consensus; and use
sales process and tools to guide and accelerate
closing:

1.  Futuring to prepare for and anticipate customer
needs.

2.  Heat-mapping to use insights to focus and
engage customers.

3.  Value-tracking to connect your solutions to
business outcomes and ROI.

4.  Phasing to use sales process to forecast
accurately and close.

5.  Linking to reassert heart and trust into your sales
conversations.

Register today. Take advantage of this exceptional
opportunity to learn how you can change the sales
conversation—and better help prospects navigate
today’s dramatically different buying process.

Changing the Sales Conversation
How to More Effectively Sell in Today's Hyper-digital World
Tuesday, May 12, at 1 p.m. EDT

REGISTER NOW

If you're already booked, don't worry.
Register and you'll receive the on-demand version of the webinar after the event.

You’re invited to the next PowerViews LIVE video webinar featuring Linda Richardson,
author of the recently released best-selling sales book, Changing the Sales Conversation.

https://events-na12.adobeconnect.com/content/connect/c1/1283843984/en/events/event/private/1284265106/1342425467/event_registration.html?sco-id=1342583998&_charset_=utf-8
https://events-na12.adobeconnect.com/content/connect/c1/1283843984/en/events/event/private/1284265106/1342425467/event_registration.html?sco-id=1342583998&_charset_=utf-8
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Ted was a roll-up your sleeves
execution specialist. But he

couldn’t do it alone. He was
spending a lot of time in the wrong
places. After a quick conversation,
we found he was committing 3 of
the sales mistakes below. The
majority of Sales VPs are guilty of
at least one. Download our
Mistakes Instead of Myths tool to
solve these problems.

I sat across the desk from Ted, a new VP of Sales.  He had
just been promoted 6 months ago. Before his promotion,
he was the can’t-miss Sales Manager.  Now he was just
another VP of Sales in trouble.  His team had missed the
last two quarters.  “I feel like I’ve got to turn around a
battleship and I’ve got a speedboat’s time. I’m stretched in
too many different places.  I don’t have the time to focus
on anything.”

Are You Making These Sales
Management Mistakes?

http://www.salesbenchmarkindex.com/mistakes-instead-of-myths


Drew Zarges

Here are the Top 5 Sales
Management Mistakes we see in
the field:

1.  "I should spend most of my
coaching time with the worst
performers." - Consistent
underperformers usually receive
the majority of the coaching. VPs
think, “If I can just get them to
perform like my 'As,' I can make the
number." This is the wrong
approach. Instead, think about it
like this: I can give a 10% revenue
production boost to anyone on my
team. Who Should I Choose? A guy
producing $1.2m a year provides
an extra $120k. A guy producing
$500k gives you only $50k. Focus
on your A's and B's.

2.  "If our results are diminishing
we need to double down on
current methods." - Many VPs are
complaining that their
teleprospecting teams aren’t
delivering. The quantity of qualified
leads is down, despite more call
volume. List purchases haven’t
provided the cheap refresh bump.
Despite this, two VPs told me they

planned to increase telemarketing
headcount. Stop investing in efforts
that produce diminishing returns.
Find a different way to generate
high quality leads. The office
telephone is a dying demand
generation tool.

3.  "My 'A' Players Don’t Need to
Follow the Sales Processes or
CRM Procedures." - Too many “A”
Players are given carte blanche to
execute their sales calls. “A”
Players who don’t follow initiatives
undermine every other rep in the
organization. Your new recruits and
“B” players will see zero adoption
from the stars. They will think, “If
they don’t have to, neither do I.”
This also rings true for CRM
adoption. Make the CRM easy to
use and intuitive, then expect
compliance. No excuses for people
who “don’t get” computers. If you let
one person slide, be prepared to let
everyone else.

4.  "This 2 day training event will
produce real results." - You hire
the expert from a fancy Sales
Enablement firm. They bring
binders, sales tools, and laminated
glossy sheets. Every Rep talks
about how engaging the session
was. They use the tools for the first
week, then stop. Sales Leadership
doesn't know how to follow through.
Training events that lack post-event
reinforcement seldom see results.
Make sure that you have a process
to ensure adoption before the event
happens. Press your managers on

adoption. Ask your Sales Reps for
completed tools on every call. Don’t
let training be an isolated incident.

5.  "I'm responsible for pushing
the big deals over the line." -
Sales VPs want to ensure that big
deals they commit to will close. To
do this, they accompany reps on
multiple sales calls. The purpose is
to show the prospect that
management is committed. The
reality is that the VP of Sales does
most of the talking. This may help
you win the big deal. It also starves
reps of opportunities to close.
Accompany your rep to show your
commitment to the prospect.
However, let them execute the
sales call. Otherwise, you’ll create a
culture that depends on you for
every big deal. Now you’ve gone
from a VP to a glorified sales rep.
You’ll have no time for your
strategic initiatives.

Ted was able to turn his
organization around. After we
diagnosed the problems, we
prioritized a list of corrective
actions. You can download an
example here. Ted made specific
time commitments to each problem.
He invested more in his managers.
He leaned on them to execute his
initiatives. If you're a Sales VP, you
probably recognize yourself in at
least one example. Don't fall victim
to another Sales Management
Mistake.                                             n
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Drew Zarges is a Senior Consultant at Sales
Benchmark Index. Find out more by visiting here.

Otherwise, you’ll
create a culture that
depends on you for

every big deal.  Now
you’ve gone from a VP
to a glorified sales rep.
You’ll have no time for

your strategic
initiatives.
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MHI Global Sales Leadership Forum 
Thursday, 18 June 2015 09:00 - 17:30 (GMT)

Management Behaviours that Drive Sales Success

Sales management has long been recognised as one of the toughest, yet most critical roles within B2B sales. With
the greatest influence on improving sales performance and driving growth, an effective sales leader is instrumental
to an organisation’s success.

Join some of the most influential minds in the sales arena, as they come together for this one day event designed to
elevate the status and effectiveness of sales leadership.

Event Features:

l  Keynote counsel from thought leaders within the global sales community  
l  MHI Global led workshops where you`ll hear first-hand unique methodologies that support successful sales

leadership and sales team development. 
l  Industry experts offering cutting-edge advice and demonstrating the latest technologies to enhance sales

enablement  
l  Networking opportunities with participants from diverse industries, sharing peer driven sales best practices

This event is to equip Sales Leaders with the latest insight and strategies to improve sales performance.

Millennium Gloucester Hotel, Kensington
+44 (0)2073736030
4-18 Harrington Gardens
London
Kensington
SW7 4LH
United Kingdom 

https://www.regonline.co.uk/Register/Checkin.aspx?EventId=1705548
https://www.regonline.co.uk/builder/site/Default.aspx?EventID=1705548


From cold calling to entrepreneurship to negotiating to writing
effectively, and more, business gurus share their expertise on the
Accelerate Your Business Growth radio show, and within this book.
We've gathered the wisdom of the best business minds in the world in
an effort to provide you with insights you can use. You'll find
invaluable information to help you grow your business with the details
of some of the most listened to episodes. Read on, tune in, and
embrace success.

Buy This Book Here

http://www.amazon.com/Expert-Insights-Business-Accelerate-Growth/dp/1628651709/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1427480516&sr=1-1&keywords=expert+insights+diane+helbig


2015 Top Sales Academy
Next Session Released on May 8th

There are 3 essential aspects of sales that work
together to create a successful process. They are:
Value, Relationships, Systems. We'll explore the what,
why and how of each. Attendees will leave with a
better understanding of how these 3 legs make up the
sales stool, and what to do to embrace them in their
own process.

Diane Helbig is an internationally recognized business
and leadership development coach, author, speaker,
and radio show host. As a certified, professional
coach, and president of Seize This Day Coaching,
Diane helps businesses and organizations operate
more constructively and profitably.

As a speaker and workshop facilitator Diane
merges energy and enthusiasm with rich content. Her
goal is to leave her audience with actionable steps as
well as the excitement to implement those steps.
Diane has expertise in small business, sales,
networking, and leadership. She brings over 20 years
of small business management and sales to her
coaching.

Diane is the author of Lemonade Stand Selling,
and the host of Accelerate Your Business Growth
Radio show. She is also a Solution Provider and
Authorized Local Expert for Constant Contact.

Diane is past chairwoman of the Lakewood
Chamber of Commerce as well as a COSE board
member, and the Marketing Chair for WIN Cleveland. 

FREE Registration for Academy Here

Mastering Sales for Business Success
Diane Helbig

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

Why Are Leads Ignored by
Sales?
There will be a ton of ink (and cyber
ink) dedicated to lead nurturing this
year. Most of it will be about using
marketing automation to nurture
leads. In and of itself, marketing
automation is not a bad thing. More
accurately, it’s a good thing being
used badly by most companies. But
that’s not what this blog is about.

Over the course of this series, I’ll
discuss the value of marketing to
non-lead outcomes and how most
companies could substantially
increase return on marketing
programs. Right now, companies

misuse valuable data that results
from marketing contact. It is ironic,
because with all of the talk about
“Big Data,” there is a lot of very
valuable “Little Data” being ignored.

For example, did you know?

l  70 – 94% of leads generated by
marketing are ignored by sales.
l  For every real, sales-ready lead
generated, there is a “pipeline” lead
that is highly likely to convert to a
sales-ready lead within 1 – 3
months.
l  For every 100 “suspects”
dispositioned*, 25 should be ...

We’ve all met that sales person: the
one who is the end-all, be-all,
absolute authority on every detail of
every feature of their product.

They are a walking, talking,
Wikipedia of what they sell, and
they can’t wait to impress us with
their vast depth of understanding.

They are the star, their sales
presentation is the stage, and we
are the victims.

Admittedly, breadth and depth of
knowledge is exceedingly
impressive. And if such sales
people ever find themselves on
Jeopardy, faced with a final

question about their product, they
would be wise to go all in.

There’s only one problem with
this approach: We, the common
folk (buyers), don’t give a crap.

The very thing you are aiming to
impress us with is repelling us. Who
likes a know-it-all?

Here is our message to Sir or
Madam Knows Everything And
Shares It All. Heed it well:

Please know everything but only
share what matters.

These are not difficult
instructions. There are only two ...

Read More Here u

Read More Here u
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This Week’s Top Sales Article
When Bad Things Happen to Good Leads - Part 1
by Dan McDade

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Want to Inspire Your Prospect? Stop Being a Sales
Know-It-All!
by Jeff Shore

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/when-bad-things-happen-good-leads-part-1-dan-mcdade?trk=hb_ntf_MEGAPHONE_ARTICLE_POST
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

Our Principal Sponsor is

Our 2015 Partners...
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